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This is one of the least expensive models in its class, yet it comes with more features than base
versions of competitors. Even a fully loaded RDX is reasonably priced. You don't give up much
either. The spacious cabin features a design similar to Acura's NSX supercar and is trimmed in
high-quality materials. Ride and seat comfort is excellent. It's also quite fun to drive, especially
when you equip it with all-wheel drive. Rival SUVs do offer more powertrain choices and
individual options. All are powered by a turbocharged 2. Front-wheel drive is standard, but you
can opt for all-wheel drive Acura calls it SH-AWD for increased traction and sportier driving
dynamics. Technology The Technology package adds some appealing upgrades and safety
features, such as:. It also has:. This review is after a few days of ownership. I will update after a
month or two. I will focus on comparisons with those and items that that you notice after a few
days that you may not have caught on the test drive s. First up: things you should pay attention
to that you may not catch at first 1. This car is cheaper for a fully optioned model than
competitors. But, you will notice a few cost cutting places: A the standard floor mats are awful.
Truly atrocious. Budget for a set of premium floor mats from Acura as part of your purchase. B
vanity mirror lights, glovebox light, rear turn signals are not LED but everything else is. C the
back of the front seats is cheap feeling plastic - even fake leather would have been more in
place with the rest of the interior. The physical spare tire on AWD, non Aspec cars was a
purchasing decision for us, after an awful experience with harsh-riding, quick-wearing, and
hyper-expensive run-flats on our last car. A spare is rare in this segment. Pay careful attention
to the rear view camera. In our advance package model, it is among the worst I have EVER seen
and way out of place in a car of this level. It is manageable in bright daylight, but essentially
unusable at night. The tech package camera is apparently better - drive this car at night, and try
to back up into a dark parking spot if this is important to you. Next: Things you wonder if you
can live with: 1. We are having mixed success with the weird dash layout. The open spot under
the floating gear selector is more useful than we thought. However, since this pushes back the
cupholders, they are less useful than expected. Pay attention to this if you are shorter driver.
You will have to move the armrest forward, permanently reducing to 1 cupholder in the middle.
Most of the other cars in segment X3, QX50 have more logical placement. The QX50, in
particular, has a perfect armrest for a shorter driver. Screens and infotainment: Again, mixed.
We are liking this better than the complex all touch screen controls of the XC60 and the odd
ergonomics of the QX50 double screen. The menus are slightly better organized vs X3. But, you
will need to spend quite some time setting it up. There is a huge learning curve. Once you get it
customized, you don't need the trackpad much while driving, but it will take a while to get there.
Watch out for the bluetooth integration if you don't use CarPlay or Android Auto. It works with
one of our devices, but does not play well with the other. Artificial engine noise. Yeah, on your
test drive you heard it revving along. It is fake and a little obnoxious after a bit. Comfort setting
makes it better, but you cannot turn it off without also disabling noise canceling features. Drive
on a freeway with concrete roads and accelerate around in traffic while having a conversation
with a rear seat passenger. Evaluate if this noise bothers you. No AC control in rear. There is no
reason why this car should not have it another cost-savings? Our main rear seat passenger is
mostly colder than us most of the time, so seat heaters back there help. But there is no
recourse if your main passenger likes more air in their face. More standard Pros and Cons: 1.
Great driving car. Some might find it slightly twitchy. The steering is more appropriately
weighted than the QX50 and the ride is softer than that or the X3. On balance, we liked this one
best. Looks awesome from the front. But, it looks oddly tall and narrow from the back. I could
do without the silly chrome strip on the side. The Qx50 is the best-looking car in segment, but
we felt this was right behind it. The cargo area is more useful than competitors, even if the cubic
feet are the same. It is longer and flatter, with less volume going up. This leads to more useable
floor space. Seat comfort is second in class, with only the QX50 being better possibly the most
comfortable car seats EVER on that. The adjustability on RDX seats is incredible. Sound system
is best-in-class. I wish it had a better subwoofer and controls to specifically pump up lowest
notes, but this a pretty minor gripe. Love the ELS sound system. We leased this coming from
the previous generation RDX since we wanted to get the SH AWD and we were pleasantly
surprised at all the overall improvements they have made in the car. It isn't the best at anything
compared to the competition, but it is also priced much less and is comfortable enough and has
just enough performance to make it a pleasant, if not thrilling, driving experience. This is perfect
for our needs, since we just wanted a simple people mover while enjoying the drive and didn't
need to show off to the neighbors or anything. I had trepidations regarding the TouchPad
interface based on reviews, but after using it for a while I find it superior to touch screen and
combined with voice commands the system works well. Also we contacted several dealers and
they had a lot incentives going on. I did want to mention the biggest annoyance I have with the
car is the auto engine off during stops cannot be defaulted to off, so it must be manually turned

off every time the car is started. Not a huge problem honestly, but it is a feature I personally
hate. My wife likes it since she says she can take her foot off the brake, which is a separate
feature anyways, but to each their own. Looking for a very well priced semi luxury crossover
then this might just fit the bill. Is this a perfect SUV, No. Is it a very well rounded vehicle for a
good price, Yes. To be honest I love this car. For me it is a perfect balance for everything I was
looking for. This car has the power that most people want with decent gas milage. It has the
comfort and luxury found only in higher priced vehicles. You really get a lot out of what you pay
for this vehicle. To me this is like the balance between the more expensive Audi's, Infinity's,
Volvo's, and the want to be CX5 signature. It looks great, drives great, and does not destroy you
with payments. Compared to a fully decked out Rav 4 non prime and you are not paying much
more but you get so much more. On paper it will check almost all the boxes that people needing
a crossover with need. Write a review. See all 20 reviews. In this video, we go over the changes
ushered in by the new RDX, including the different packages available, its engine and
transmission, cargo area and cabin space. Plus, we introduce you to the clean-sheet
infotainment interface that Acura is debuting in the RDX. The Mercedes-Benz GLC has been the
reigning champ in the compact crossover segment since its last redesign in Between the two,
the GLC is a little more refined and has a superior infotainment interface, but the RDX offers
more features for the money. The Volvo XC60 is one of the more stylish choices in the segment,
with distinctive T-shaped headlights and flared rear haunches. It's also properly luxurious
inside, with rich materials and an understated Scandinavian aesthetic. As with the other
vehicles on this list, you'll end up paying slightly more for a Volvo equipped similarly to the
Acura. There are a few more optional technology features and interior trim choices too. But
you'll be paying a lot more to get the X3 compared to the RDX. Consumer ratings and reviews
are also available for the Acura RDX and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the RDX
4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the RDX. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews
for the Acura RDX and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the RDX featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Acura RDX. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Roomy cabin
and cargo area Sharp steering and handling Well-trimmed cabin Lots of available tech for much
less than competitors Cons No choice of powertrain Options are bundled solely into packages
Touchpad controller can be difficult to use What's new New limited-run PMC Edition model Part
of the third RDX generation introduced for There's certainly a lot to like about the RDX. It's
roomy, comfortable and packed with features. On the downside, there isn't an optional engine
upgrade for buyers looking for more power or a hybrid option. Additionally, we're not terribly

fond of the RDX's infotainment system. Overall, the RDX is a solid performer. Its turbocharged
engine provides strong power at low rpm to get you away from stoplights quickly, and the
transmission is adept at picking the right gear for the situation. In Edmunds testing, we
recorded a mph time of 7 seconds. That's a little slower than some other top competitors, but
it's respectable. The brakes inspire confidence thanks to predictable engagement and good feel.
When you drive around turns, there's not much body roll. The steering is nicely tuned. It's light
and makes for easy maneuvering in parking lots but also firms up appropriately at higher
speeds to give you a feeling of control. The stylish heated and cooled front seats will
accommodate a wide variety of drivers in comfort. They're also supportive to keep you secure
when turning. The suspension does a respectable job of keeping you comfortable when driving
over a variety of surfaces. The RDX shrugs off potholes and is well controlled over highway
undulations. Cabin noise is reasonably well muted, and there's minimal wind noise at freeway
speeds. Some engine noise comes through, but it's never obnoxious. The climate control
system doesn't have any issues regulating cabin temperature, but a lot of airflow is aimed at the
driver's hands, which you may not like. The RDX has a mix of friendly basic ergonomics and
some rather different, if not polarizing, ideas for how things should be done. In particular, the
shifter arrangement, touchpad infotainment controller and small climate control buttons might
fluster the driver. In terms of visibility, the front roof pillars are a bit on the thick side and can
block some visibility when cornering. Rear visibility is compromised by the rear hatch's
power-operated hinges. On a more positive note, there's plenty of room for front and rear
passengers. A wide range of drivers should be able to find a comfortable driving position, and
rear headroom is more than sufficient for average-size adults. This tech is the tour de force of
the RDX. With an intriguing new touchpad interface, the infotainment system should appeal to
the tech-savvy buyer, just as the impressive audio system will appeal to the dedicated
audiophile. But the learning curve required to get accustomed to the new system could prove a
deal-breaker for buyers who don't like picking up new tech. Apply CarPlay is standard, but
Android Auto is not yet available Acura says it's coming and capability will be available to
existing cars. Acura's suite of driver aids is standard, including adaptive cruise control, which
is a notable strength in a class where such features are often pricey extras. Acura really has
interior packaging figured out, and the RDX is yet another showcase of space efficiency. From a
generous cargo area to flexible interior storage solutions, the RDX makes carrying a lot of stuff
easier than it should be. At Car seat anchors are clearly marked, and the large back seat means
there's plenty of room for car seats. All three require premium fuel. On our mile evaluation loop,
our test RDX only returned a bit more than 20 mpg. Other fill-ups were below that number too. A
light foot might be required to hit 23 mpg. Luxury SUVs are supposed to be well built and
packed with features. The RDX does that while undercutting the popular competitors by
thousands of dollars, even when fully loaded. Build quality is excellent inside and out, and the
RDX offers something a little different from competitors in terms of interior design and
ergonomics. It's not as refined or efficient as competitors, but it's a solid value for buyers
looking for something outside the usual German luxury box. Unfortunately, the RDX doesn't
offer any particular advantages in terms of warranty coverage or ownership compared to rivals.
If the aggressively angular exterior design doesn't give it away, the tech-forward interior
certainly will. The RDX is about providing a distinctive and modern driving experience. It's
certainly a distinctive offering in the compact luxury SUV class. Unfortunately, while the
SH-AWD holds the promise of a bit of physics-defying handling, you only sense the full effect of
that technology when exiting certain medium-speed corners. We think it's at least worth adding
the Technology package to your RDX. It's reasonably priced and adds features we'd expect for a
luxury SUV, such as leather seating, an upgraded audio system and a blind-spot monitor. The
all-wheel-drive system is also worth a look since it makes the RDX a little more fun to drive.
Base Standard equipment on the RDX include: inch wheels Panoramic sunroof Keyless entry
and ignition Auto-dimming rearview mirror Dual-zone automatic climate control Heated front
seats Simulated leather upholstery It also has: Exclusive Thermal Orange paint Gloss black
treatment for the wheels, roof, grille, wheels, side mirrors and exhaust tips Orange seat
stitching. Read more. Find savings on the RDX for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all
RDX lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the RDX. Most helpful consumer reviews 4 out of 5
stars, A 4. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started
Already have a dealer quote? Lane Keeping Assist System Detects when the car is approaching
the lane's edge and applies steering torque to help recenter it in the lane. Collision Mitigation
Braking System Automatically applies the brakes when it detects an impending front collision.
Side Impact Test Good. Acura RDX vs. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Related RDX
Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the RDX both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7.
What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in

mind that the RDX has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether
the Acura RDX is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real
owners and reveal what it's like to live with the RDX. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the RDX's average consumer rating to that
of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Acura RDX is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the RDX and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the RDX is a good car for you. What do people think of the Acura RDX? Edmunds Expert
Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura
RDX and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Acura RDXs you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Acura lease
specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the RDX drive? How comfortable is the
RDX? How economical is the RDX? Is the RDX a good value? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Friendly patient staff with knowledge on all vehicles.
My son bought his very first car from them last year and was treated wonderfully, so my second
car will be from Apex when I can find the right vehicle. They've been real patient with me
choosing the right car with 0 pressure. And salesperson Michelle is the absolute best and very
knowledgeable on all vehicles I inquired about. I highly recommend anyone in the market for a
quality used car to definitely shop them first. There were no pictures of this car when they put it
for sale online. When I ask them about the pictures they said it would be on in a few days, I think
it took about 3 days 4 pictures were on. Brionna was very pleasant and professional. Dealer
provided option to view carfax. Carfax clearly shows excess of k miles on vehicle being
advertised as k. I guess I'd give a couple stars for admitting that the mileage is actually
unknown, but ad still shows inaccurate mileage that's being used as a selling point. Messages
were responded to quickly, so hopefully there wouldn't be issues dealing with them on other
vehicles. Dealer was quick to respond. Vehicle was ready to test drive when we arrived. The
salesman Ali Alee was attentive and focused on our needs. We ended up buying a different
vehicle on the lot. Very courteous didn't purchase this auto but they had another that we felt
was the better deal had a repair that was needed so we left a deposit hope it ends well for the
both of us. List cars milage incorrectly and accident history is not always disclosed or
disclosed properly. They listed no accident and 36k miles. I looked the carfax up on my own and
it did have an accident and more miles then they said. Additionally one car was in 3 accidents
and the other was in 4. Deals that look too good to be true. Research your purchase. The entire
experience was positive. Excellent communication throughout the process and the truck was
exactly as described. Highly recommend! Mark was very helpful with the information about this
Buick. My wife liked it very much but said it was too big for her. I purchased a Dodge Durango
from this dealership. I had an amazing experience dealing with Moe A. He helped me out
throughout the whole process and made it clear and easy. I will definitely come back for my
next car! Bob G. Was a gentleman took the test drive spoke quickly about numbers. Then he
informed me that the car was being sold to a mechanic in the service dept. Shame, the car was
in good condition. Glad I didn't have MY mechanic there to look over the car. They might have
sold it to him instead. Responsive - found this car later in my search, chose a southern car
without detail consideration of the model at Island Acura in Wantagh, NY based on geography.
Very vague about the cost of the car. Wanted me to come in before discussing price. All I asked
was what is the Out-the-door price? Closed the purchase on Friday. Picking up vehicle Monday,
Ending is a very winning deal with us. Would highly recommend this dealership. Absolutely no
pressure. Nothing hidden, very open dealings. Nice car. Very responsive, willing to work with
you and get the deal done. Listing was accurate customer service was great and gave many
other options to fit your personal needs. New for , the RDX seats 5 passengers in comfort. A
leather steering wheel and seats are standard, along with many other luxuries. The technology
in the little SUV is superior, and the inline-4 engine has the horsepower rating usually
associated with larger V6's. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Request Information. CarGurus User.
Authorized Acura Dealer. Read more. It should no longer be breaking news that, to new-car
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buyers, crossovers are king. Within that market, the small luxury crossover segment has been
growing at an incredible rate. Every automaker wants. Small luxury crossovers are among the
hottest selling new cars today. Within that group, the Acura RDX has dominated as one of the
most popular entrants, but like any successful, competitive company,. The car is well equipped
with the technology package. The vehicle that I purchased I believe was a great deal. The price
was reasonable and the mileage was very low. I wish the car had I love it! Quiet, smooth and
responsive ride. The 6 cylinder has great acceleration. The Advance Package has many great
features. This vehicle is in great shape with only miles. Why Use CarGurus? Acura dealers in
Atlanta GA. Acura dealers in Chicago IL. Acura dealers in Dallas TX. Acura dealers in Houston
TX. Acura dealers in Los Angeles CA. Acura dealers in Miami FL. Acura dealers in New York NY.
Acura dealers in Philadelphia PA. Acura dealers in Washington DC.

